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Abstract

Smart devices or smart things are widely deployed within environments and have to work in concert to assist users in many domains. The interoperability between things is achieved by the help of Internet and Web of Things. Despite this progress, a main challenge remains to fully manage the heterogeneity of the smart things: handling their dynamicity at runtime. In this paper, we present a three layers platform to address this challenge. The first layer monitors the appearance and disappearance of smart things in the environment. The second one provides mechanisms to dynamically compose the services provided by smart things. The third layer offers an autonomic context-driven composition mechanism based on a new software paradigm: 'application schemas'. This layer manage the interferences and conflicts that may occur during the autonomic composition process.
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Introduction

Today, smart things are widely deployed within environments and aim at providing functionalities for users. A smart thing communicates with a user using a server/client model; an application running on a smartphone allows to get the data from one specific thing. Hence, the user need a specific application for each thing used.

But currently, there is a need for these things to work in concert to assist users in several domains (healthcare, smart houses, etc...). This cooperation requires a strong interoperability between smart things, firstly achieved by allowing them to communicate. Internet of Things (IoT) tries to provide a solution to the technological heterogeneity issue, but it is still challenging due to the large number of initiatives [1]. Among all the possible solutions, web services based approach (Web of Things, WoT) is now widely accepted [2]. Although we have an infrastructure composed of web services, a main challenge remains: the dynamicity of the environment corresponding to the appearance and disappearance of things has to be managed; “the world is not static”. This implies to dynamically reconfigure, orchestrate or compose the available web services at runtime as we cannot totally anticipate all the possible configurations (like in software product lines). These dynamic reconfigurations can be managed by the user if and only if the changes are not too frequent, and reconfigurations of the system not too complex. Otherwise, the reconfigurations must be triggered on context changes, in an autonomic manner, reactively, and in a timely fashion.

In this paper, we present our three layers middleware (Figure 1) which provides the ability to discover the available services in the environment and allows them to be interconnected in order to create an application. This composition can be user driven or context driven. The context, in this case, is all the available services in the infrastructure. The platform also provides a middleware for runtime autonomic composition based on application schemas (rules) instantiated depending on the services availability. It also permits to handle interferences and conflicts that may occur when applying concurrently multiples rules.

An Infrastructure Composed of Dynamic Web Services

Dynamic Web of Things

Ubiquitous Computing aims at integrating physical objects in the digital world. Developments in the field of embedded devices allow now to have smart things populating our daily life. The interconnection of these smart things is facilitated with the emergence of lower-power transport protocols like Bluetooth, ZigBee, X10... But the heterogeneity and the variety of these protocols are an obstacle for their interconnection. In order to facilitate the cross integration of these things into composite applications, the use of web services approach enables interoperability and loose-coupling like in business information systems. The use of WS-* but also REST approach and HTTP protocol (WoT) allows the integration of heterogeneous things into applications. Several researches focused on enhancing these web services with dynamicity in mind, making them more suitable for real world. This led to UPnP and its evolution to DPWS. One of the main advantage of these protocols is their ability to take into account the dynamicity of the physical infrastructure by adding research and discovery mechanisms. These mechanisms give services the ability to be dynamically
managed (composition, orchestration ...) into composite applications. As the world is not static, the dynamicity implied by the appearance and disappearance of smart things in the environment has to be managed by the first layer of the middleware.

**Different Kind of Things**

Moreover, the web service approach applied to smart things using protocols like WS-Discovery, can also be applied to digital things like: HMI fragments (as mashups or dedicated interfaces), business information services, or 3D virtual environments simulating worlds with virtual objects represented by 3D meshes (Figure 2) one can interact with through attached services (like a physical thing).

**A Dynamic Service Composition Layer Managed by User**

The second layer of the middleware is the dynamic software composition layer (Figure 3). Indeed, contrarily to business process languages for classical service composition like BPEL, Ambient Intelligent Systems are intrinsically interactive and need another software composition paradigm. Our programming model is inherited from Beans Assemblies. Main concepts of beans are input and output ports and properties. In our model, the discovery of new services associated to smart things is taken into account in this layer by generating a proxy component. This proxy component is a software component based on the Lightweight Component Architecture (LCA) model [3]. These components are called ‘light’ for several reasons. The first one is that they execute in the same memory address space, and in the same process, so their interactions are reduced to the simplest and the more efficient one, the function call. The second reason, which stems from the first, is that they do not embed nonfunctional code or other useless technical service in this local environment. Their memory footprint is then reduced and they are quickly instantiated and destroyed. To finish, they don’t contain any reference to other components at design-time, and respect black box and late-binding concepts. The dynamicity of the model is thus maximal, components using events to communicate with the others, they are fully decoupled, and highly reactive. This runtime services composition model is well suited for interactive systems. Based on the available proxy components, a developer can manually create a composition by interconnecting events (output) from one component to methods (input) from another one. But this user driven composition is not suitable when dealing with dynamic composition.

**An Autonomic Context Driven Composition**

Dynamically reacting, at runtime, to the smart things appearance and disappearance cannot be handled automatically by the second layer. A new paradigm for autonomic software composition must be introduced based on an autonomic reasoning to deduce a software composition from context observations, at each time. The third layer allows to automatically and dynamically compose multiple applications sharing common services according to the context evolutions (Figure 4). At a first stage, the context is limited to all the available smart things and their associated services at a time.

Our new paradigm describes application as an ‘Application Schema’ (AS) defined as a set of rules. The new hypothesis of these AS is that it cannot be known at design time what devices will be available at runtime. Thus, a first subset of rules is used to search...
and select required services to apply an AS. A second subset of rules defines how to create the application with available services. We introduced various algorithms [4], [5] to manage interferences and conflicts between multiple applications produced by multiple AS sharing services. This part can thus be considered as a middleware between AS paradigm to design an ambient system and the runtime composition of services. This allowed to assess the adequation between the ambient system complexity and its responsiveness to context changes.

**Conclusion and Perspectives**

In this paper we presented a three layers WoT software platform for ambient intelligent systems. This approach first takes into account the dynamicity of the underlying infrastructure populated with web services attached to physical smart things. A second layer provides runtime user-driven composition mechanisms while the third one provides a new paradigm enabling autonomic context-aware composition to produce application. This allows to preserve the overall consistency of the application in an ambient system. We are now working on enhancing the middleware (third layer) to provide it a smarter mechanism to select the services (with semantically annotated smart things and semantic reasoning) and new algorithms to resolve interferences and conflicts between multiple applications.
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